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	Bioluminescent Imaging: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology), 9781493999392 (1493999397), Humana Press, 2019

	
		This volume provides detailed protocols and methodologies required to perform bioluminescent imaging in multiple stages, enabling the reader to integrate this technology into their laboratory-based imaging experiments. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls.

	 Authoritative and cutting-edge, Bioluminescent Imaging: Methods and Protocols to ensure successful results in the further study of this vital field.
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Compiler Design: Syntactic and Semantic AnalysisSpringer, 2013

	While compilers for high-level programming languages are large complex software systems, they have particular characteristics that differentiate them from other software systems. Their functionality is almost completely well-defined – ideally there exist complete precise descriptions of the source and target languages. Additional...


		

Real Time Programming: Languages, Specification & VerificationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002

	The primary aim of this monograph is to present the current research efforts that have gone into/or going on in the systematic design of real-time programs. Such an effort would help researchers and users in the area to get a clear picture of the issues of specification, verification and design of real-time reactive programs. It will clearly...


		

HTML5 Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Need help finding the right HTML5 element or attribute for your web page or application? HTML5 Pocket Reference is the classic reference that web designers and developers have been keeping close at hand for more than thirteen years.

	
		This fifth edition has been updated to reflect the current state of HTML5,...






	

Numerical Methods for Nonlinear Estimating Equations (Oxford Statistical Science, Vol. 29)Oxford University Press, 2003


	This book has grown from the authors' investigations into the problem of finding consistent and efficient solutions to

	estimating equations which admit multiple solutions. While there have been studies of multiple roots in likelihood

	estimation, most notably by Barnett (1966), we felt that there was a need to incorporate more...

		

MATLAB Machine LearningApress, 2016

	This book is a comprehensive guide to machine learning with worked examples in MATLAB. It starts with an overview of the history of Artificial Intelligence and automatic control and how the field of machine learning grew from these. It provides descriptions of all major areas in machine learning.
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Operative Dictations in Urologic SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	This is an essential book for all urological surgeons. It should be studied by urological

	residents as well as mature urological surgeons to enhance the knowledge of information

	needed in an operative report.





	The details of the necessary information in an operative report are provided for

	virtually all urological...
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